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Mystery woman had accompanied
terrorists at Cama

Were the terrorists, who wrecked havoc in Mumbai

since Wednesday, accompanied by women?

There are several accounts, including staff members

from Cama and Albless at Dhobi Talao and a

shopkeeper at Colaba, who insist there had been at

least one woman who had accompanied them.

Employees of Cama hospital who live at staff

quarters behind the hospital, claimed the terrorists

had entered the hospital in two groups. "A man and

a burqa clad woman entered from the gate opposite

our quarters. The man started firing towards the

hospital immediately after entering. Moments

before, the woman, in a salwar kameez underneath her burqa, had even tried to enter the hospital by

climbing a water pipe. As the man continued firing, the woman, who wasn't armed, knocked on one of the

houses. They then asked the family for water. The woman tried to say something but when the family did

not react, the man opened fire again. Those 5-7 minutes while they were knocking on the doors were

horrifying," said one of the residents.

Residents added that the couple had then run towards a path that led to another gate, towards the common

toilets before they disappeared. "As they ran, they kept firing to ensure no one came out of their quarters,"

said residents, pointing to bullet marks on walls.

A shopkeeper at Colaba also claimed to have seen captured terrorist, Azam Amir Kasav, with a girl in a

salwar-kameez on Wednesday afternoon. He said the two had come to his shop to buy food supplies. The

shopkeeper who is currently out of the city on work, could not be contacted. However, his friend confirmed

the news.

The shopkeeper's friend said, "He told me that when he saw Azam's picture in Mumbai Mirror on Thursday,

he realised it was the same youth who had visited his shop with a woman, who was also young. He

mentioned they had been like any other youths."
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